
Visit Grestec’s Islington Studio during the London Design Festival 19th-23rd, to discover the 
launch of six new sustainable tile ranges, containing 40-62% recycled material. Each range draws 
inspiration from the latest design trends, from warm terracotta tones to sculptural forms and 
colourful handcrafted styles. 

Throughout the London Design Festival, Grestec will welcome architects, designers, and specifiers 
to its Islington studio, as well opening for a late-night evening on Thursday 22nd September.
 
Learn all about ‘Safe and Sustainable Design with Tile Finishes’ by signing up to the CPD seminar 
at 3 or 6pm on Thursday 22nd September. The interactive presentations focus on best practises, 
sustainable design requirements and eco-friendly tile finishing options. 

Designers will discover Grestec’s sustainable tile choices, imparting a wealth of inspiration and 
knowledge for designing with tiles for their next project. 

Complimentary nibbles and drinks will be served, please complete the free registration if you wish 
to attend the CPD only, registration is not required for studio visits during the event.
 
ABOUT GRESTEC:
Grestec supply high-quality floor and wall tiles to the UK’s architectural and design community, 
offering an extensive range of porcelain, ceramic, glass & natural stone tile products. Visit Grestec.
co.uk to see the full range.

DOWNLOAD HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsqm88mbfwq3nlh/AADALNrR_N0cS43rixbPthOca?dl=0
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GROND ONE - PORCELAIN TILES
The earthy warm tones of clay and terracotta are growing in popularity; ranging from the lightest shades 
of peach and clay, through to burnt orange and deep brick, all shades of terracotta are becoming popular 
in both interior and exterior spaces. Recreate the saturated terracotta landscapes from holiday getaways 
or Moroccan architecture, with warmly toned porcelain tiling in our Grond One collection.

Grond One is available in three finishes natural (R10), brushed (R10) and structured (R11/C) and nine 
sizes, including a 1200x2800 large format and an external 20mm thick option, making it suitable for both 
internal and external areas for seamless application. 

Grond One is EPD verified and contains 40% recycled content.
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AVINA - CERAMIC TILES
The embossed surface make Avina a core material for creating a subtle, tactile interior style with the use 
of just a single colour. Avina presents tactile, ceramic wall tiles in 50x200mm in six base colours; White, 
Grey, Black, Blue, Green and Terracotta in three soft, geometrical, 3D surface textures. Play with light and 
shadow created by the three-dimensional patterns to bring any interior space to life. 

Sculptural tiles can be applied to accentuate architectural spaces. Choose vibrant shades to create a 
statement and an eye-catching feature wall, or select a more neutral colour palette for a more subtle and 
sophisticated feel. The 3D formats offer light reflecting textures that add depth and movements to walls. 

Avina is EPD verified and contains 62% recycled material.

MACARI - CERAMIC TILES
Macari offers fourteen bright and decisive colours in a 65x130 brick format, inspired by artisan ceramic 
tradition. Macari is available in a gloss finish and is suitable for internal wall applications. 

A handcrafted style signals a broad shift away from clean, minimal surfaces, to embrace the ‘imperfect 
perfect’ interior trend. The unique, tactile qualities of each tile in our Macari collection delivers elegance 
and personality to interior spaces.

Macari is EPD verified and contains 62% recycled content.

CHATEAU ONE / TWO / THREE - PORCELAIN TILES
Chateau is inspired by the natural elegance of cut stone, available in four stone effect colours in three 
styles, Chateau One, Two and Three. 

Chateau One offers an elegant, authentic realisation of a fossil rich natural stone with a faithful, natural 
variance within each tile. Chateau Two presents a subtle and refined interpretation of consistent 
natural stone slabs, available in both a 10mm thick and an external 20mm thick option. Lastly, Chateau 
Three presents the stone effect collection with an uneven, tumbled edge, for a lived-in look. Naturally 
weathered style tiles provide users with a closer connection to nature and can be used to create a relaxed 
interior style.
 
The Chateau ranges offer a complete collection suitable for walls and floors, both internally and externally 
for seamless designs. Chateau is EPD verified and contain 40% recycled.
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